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And The Outsiders feels very
different from the companionpiece Rumble Fish that Coppola
made afterwards with much of
the same cast, co-written again
with novelist SE Hinton. In Tulsa,
Oklahoma in ...
The Outsiders review – Coppola’s
Brat Pack melodrama carries you
away
After a promising start to his film
career, C. Thomas Howell never
achieved the same level of fame
following his role in this
controversial comedy.
The Controversial Film That
Ruined C. Thomas Howell's
Career
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Moxie author Jennifer Mathieu
swings for the fences in Bad Girls
Never Say Die, a feminist retelling
of S.E. Hinton’s The Outsiders.
Bad Girls Never Say Die
The 4K restoration release of
Francis Ford Coppola’s 1983
American coming-of-age dark
drama "THE OUTSIDERS: THE
COMPLETE NOVEL" is released in
...
The Outsiders DVD Comp!
Brookwood’s Middle School
students have been hard at work
in their English and language arts
classes this year. After both
seventh and eighth grade finished
their novels, the ...
Brookwood Middle School brings
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reading to life
The modest white bungalow with
a wide front porch was used as a
central set in the 1983 film “The
Outsiders,” which was based on
S.E. Hinton’s classic 1967 novel of
the same name.
‘Outsiders’ house: Tiny Tulsa
museum draws big names
Tulsa native S.E. Hinton, a cult
figure for 40 years since the
publication of “The Outsiders,”
knows the difference between the
wild and the well-kept lawn. Her
million-selling book not only ...
Outside looking in
S.E. Hinton introduced readers to
14-year-old Ponyboy Curtis in
“The Outsiders,” a novel she
wrote when she was 15. The plot
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centers around two rival gangs:
the lower-class Greasers and the
...
50 classics from (almost)
everyone’s high school reading
list
First published in 1967, S.E.
Hinton’s novel The Outsiders
remains a staple in English
classrooms across the country.
Set in Tulsa, Oklahoma, the novel
tells the story of social-class
conflict ...
The Most Iconic Book Set in Every
State
Hachette Children’s Group has
acquired Bad Girls Never Say Die
by Jennifer Mathieu, a "genderflipped feminist reimagining" of S
E Hinton’s 1967 coming-of-age ...
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50 years of an iconic classic! This
international bestseller and
inspiration for a beloved movie is
a heroic story of friendship and
belonging. Cover may vary. No
one ever said life was easy. But
Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's
got things figured out. He knows
that he can count on his brothers,
Darry and Sodapop. And he
knows that he can count on his
friends—true friends who would
do anything for him, like Johnny
and Two-Bit. But not on much else
besides trouble with the Socs, a
vicious gang of rich kids whose
idea of a good time is beating up
on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At
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least he knows what to
expect—until the night someone
takes things too far. The
Outsiders is a dramatic and
enduring work of fiction that laid
the groundwork for the YA genre.
S. E. Hinton's classic story of a
boy who finds himself on the
outskirts of regular society
remains as powerful today as it
was the day it was first published.
"The Outsiders transformed
young-adult fiction from a genre
mostly about prom queens,
football players and high school
crushes to one that portrayed a
darker, truer world." —The New
York Times "Taut with tension,
filled with drama." —The Chicago
Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age
book." —Philadelphia Daily News
A New York Herald Tribune Best
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Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune
Book World Spring Book Festival
Honor Book An ALA Best Book for
Young Adults Winner of the
Massachusetts Children's Book
Award
The Socs's idea of having a good
time is beating up greasers like
Ponyboy. Ponyboy knows what to
expect and knows he can count
on his brothers and friends - until
the night someone takes things
too far. A ground-breaking,
timeless story from a brilliant
writer.
Three brothers struggle to stay
together after their parents'
death, as they search for an
identity among the conflicting
values of their adolescent society
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in which they find themselves
"outsiders."
Another classic from the author of
the internationally bestselling The
Outsiders Continue celebrating 50
years of The Outsiders by reading
this companion novel. That Was
Then, This is Now is S. E. Hinton's
moving portrait of the bond
between best friends Bryon and
Mark and the tensions that
develop between them as they
begin to grow up and grow apart.
"A mature, disciplined novel
which excites a response in the
reader . . . Hard to forget."—The
New York Times
1966. Tucsa, Oklahoma. Deux
bandes rivales, les Socs – la
jeunesse dorée de la ville – et les
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Greasers – sortes de blousons
noirs aux cheveux gominés –, se
livrent une guerre sans merci.
Ponyboy Curtis, quatorze ans, est
un Greaser. Il traîne dans les rues
avec ses copains qui, comme lui,
sont des loubards. Mais le
meurtre d’un Soc bouleverse
brutalement sa vie insouciante, le
mettant hors la loi. Au fil
d’événements dramatiques, le
jeune garçon va devenir adulte et
faire l’apprentissage de l’amour
et de la mort. Devenu un bestseller, Outsiders a été adapté au
cinéma par Francis Ford Coppola,
avec Matt Dillondans le rôle
principal.
50 years of an iconic classic! The
international bestseller and
inspiration for a beloved
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movie--now with bonus content.
This special edition of the
groundbreaking novel contains:
Never before seen photos and
letters from the publisher's
archives Original review clippings
and media coverage Photos from
the author’s personal collection A
gallery of covers around the world
New material from the stars and
director of the iconic
film--including Francis Ford
Coppola, Rob Lowe, Matt Dillon,
and others And much more!
Celebrating 50 years of the novel
that laid the groundwork for the
YA genre, this is the ultimate
edition for fans of THE
OUTSIDERS. A perfect way to
honor this impressive milestone
and a must-have for fans of all
ages. Ponyboy can count on his
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brothers. And on his friends. But
not on much else besides trouble
with the Socs, a vicious gang of
rich kids whose idea of a goo d
time is beating up on “greasers”
like Ponyboy. At least he knows
what to expect—until the night
someone takes things too far.
Describes the life and
accomplishments of the awardwinning author of "The
Outsiders," "That Was Then, This
Is Now," and "Rumble Fish."

Two gangs, the Greasers and the
Socs, are fighting on the streets
of Tulsa. Fourteen year old
Ponyboy is a loyal Greaser. Then
a deadly catastrophe turns his
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life, and everything he believes
in, upside down.
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